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1 Executive Summary
The objective of this document is to assess the state of the art of monitoring technologies to be applied
to Railway key assets during the Demonstration Phase of the project, in particular during the six
Demonstrators’ activities.
The described methodologies will be applied to the Demonstration Phase of MOMIT project, according
to the table above:
Remote sensing technologies applied to Risk Monitoring
Risk Type
Monitoring Technology
Hydrogeological Risk - landslides
DIFSAR analysis from SAR satellite data
3D spatialization of DIFSAR results
Reference water level map from
Hydrogeological Risk - floods
satellite optical and SAR data
Change detection from remote sensing
data
Trees height monitoring by stereo
Vegetation
images
Reference Mapping from VVHR optical
data
Change Detection Mapping
Electrical Lines
IR and UV camera on UAV
DIFSAR analysis from SAR satellite data
Civil work stability
(already developed in Demonstrator 1)
LS and optical survey mounted on UAV
Soil Use Reference map from VVHR
Illicit buildings/engineering works
optical data
Change detection from optical VVHR
optical data

Demonstrator
1

2

3
4
5

6

Table 1 – remote sensing technologies applied to Risk Management

All the methodologies are suitable to answer to the risks to which the railway infrastructure is exposed,
whose nature and entity emerged from the analysis of WP1. For each considered risk a proper
monitoring technology was defined, in order to answer to the exigence of RFI.
In the body of this document it will be illustrated the state of the art of the listed technologies and their
application to the test case of the project.
Most of the demonstration activities will be performed on the same AOI. Only in case of non compliance
of the AOI features with the methodology requirements, singular analysis will be performed on further
sites of interest. A particular care will be spent to carry on complementary analysis on the same AOI or
element (i.e. DIFSAR analysis and Civil works survey), in order to correlate the results of the different
methodologies for a best knowledge of the risks effects.
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2 Introduction
This document depicts the state of the art and the best practices of the main technologies used to
monitor railway’s assets in order to face the main risk exposures and their state of the art.
Starting from the content of Table 1 – remote sensing technologies applied to Risk Management
each technology is widely detailed and illustrated.

2.1 Document description
This document is divided into 9 main chapters;
1. Chapter 1: Executive summary, reporting the scope of the document
2. Chapter 2: Introduction
3. Chapters from 3 to 8: Description of the state of the art of the main technologies to be used
during the project demonstration phases
4. Chapter 9: Conclusions, reporting general conclusions and considerations
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3 DIFSAR analysis applied to the monitoring of landslides and civil
work stability
The following paragraphs describes the IFSAR methodology through which, starting from HR SAR data,
is possible to calculate, on a determined time window, the relative displacements of the scattered
points. This methodology helps to monitor instability phenomena at the scale of the single building
and/or of wide scale, supplying information about criticism in the asset of the ground or of the single
object.
In the framework of MOMIT project, the dIFSAR analysis will be combined with the results of the Civil
works UAV monitoring, exemplified in chapter 7 in order to give a more complete information about the
state of the analyzed objects.

3.1 Principles
Repeat-pass satellite synthetic aperture radar interferometry (IFSAR) is a very effective technique for
terrain and structure displacement mapping applied to structural degradation, subsidence, landslides,
earthquakes and volcanic phenomena monitoring. IFSAR technique measures terrain displacements
with millimetric accuracy, processing data acquired from satellites orbiting over 500 kilometers above
the Earth, equipped with SAR sensors.
The fundamental principle at the core of this technique is that the phase difference between two SAR
images acquired at different times and with slightly different view angles is related to the topography of
the observed scene as well as to its terrain/structure displacements. In fact, the transmitted signal – the
SAR image – is coherent, i.e. it has both amplitude and phase components. Its amplitude depends on
the wavelength of the transmitted signal, as well as on the geometry and on the physical characteristics
of the observed scene; the phase of the backscattered signal, instead, depends on the distance between
the radar antenna and the target and on the characteristics of the transmission medium and of the
target.
An example of amplitude and phase signal associated to a radar image is reported in the Figure 1. Even
if the amplitude image (on the left) presents significant differences with respect to an optical image, the
characteristics of the observed scene are still clearly present; it is possible to recognize an urban area
(white area) on the top left, a water body (black area) on the middle, and the foreshortening and layover
effects associated to the topographic signatures (where the mountains seem to "lean" towards the
sensor). On the contrary the phase of a single SAR image (on the right) seems to contain only noise.
The situation changes significantly if we look at the phase difference, i.e. the interferogram, between
two SAR images in Figure 2; observing the same target from two slightly different view angles, and
assuming that the characteristics of the transmission medium and of the imaged target do not change
between the two acquisitions, the phase difference is related only to the differences between the
travelling paths in the two acquisitions. In this case the phase difference assumes the shape reported in
the following figure. This phase difference is strongly correlated to the topography of the imaged scene,
and the interferogram looks like contour lines. The transition from red to blue colour is called
“interferometric fringe” and represents a phase cycle, i.e. a rotation of the phase signal of 360°. The
distance between the two antennas at the two acquisition times is called “interferometric baseline”.
This parameter influences the sensitivity with regards to the topography: if the baseline is null the
interferometer is blind, i.e. the phase difference is identically null; increasing the component of the
baseline orthogonal to the look direction of the radar, the interferometer becomes more and more
sensible to the topography, and the interferometric fringe frequency increases proportionally. In any
case the baseline length has to be less than a value named “critical baseline”, since, in correspondence
of this value, the interferometric fringes are indistinguishable and the measured phase is useless.
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Figure 1- Example of SAR amplitude image (a) and phase image (b). In the amplitude image are recognizable topographic signatures,
an urban area on the top left and a water body on the middle. On the contrary, the phase image looks like noise

Figure 2- Interferometric acquisition model (a) and example of SAR interferometric phase (b) corresponding to the amplitude SAR
image reported in the previous figure. The topographic signature are clearly visible in the interferometric phase

When the topography of the observed scene is known, it is possible to remove this component from the
SAR image; if the interferometric baseline is null, the topography contribution is null. In both cases it is
possible to analyze the interferogram missing the component related to the topography and thus
measure the differences due to displacements of the imaged target between the acquisitions (see Figure
3).
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Figure 3- Interferometric acquisition model. If the topography of the imaged scene is known, it is possible to remove this component
from the phase signal and look for eventual displacement of the observed targets

The interferometric technique is able to measure the projection of the displacement along the line of
sight (LOS) of the sensor (see Figure 4 below).

Figure 4 – Line of sight direction
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Figure 5 – Line of sight direction decomposition

The line of sight direction in general can be decomposed into three components: northward, eastward,
vertical (Figure 5).
With currently available satellite systems, it is possible to perform interferometric analysis with two
complementary geometries (ascending/descending or left/right), and it is possible to discriminate
between the eastward (E) and vertical component (H) of the displacement, whereas the system is blind
with respect to northward (N) component. For each observation geometry the three direction measures
are provided.
To better understand the meaning of interferometric measurements, an example relative to a landslide
in presence of terrain slope is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7

Figure 6 - The red line represents the component of the terrain displacements measured by the SAR interferometry technique in case of
ascending acquisition geometry
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Figure 7 - The red line represents the component of the terrain displacement measured by the SAR interferometry technique in case of
descending acquisition geometry

The examples reported on the previous figures shows the same landslide (blue arrow) measured with
two different geometries ascending and descending. In Figure 6, the component of the terrain
movement along the LOS (red arrow) indicates that the measurement point moves to the sensor: in this
case the displacement is considered positive. In Figure 7, instead, the component of the terrain
movement along the LOS (red arrow) indicates that the measurement point moves away from the
sensor: in this case the displacement is considered negative. The combination of the two sets of
measurements allows reconstructing the horizontal (eastward) and vertical component of the
displacement.
In case of vertical movements, as for subsidence phenomena, only one observation geometry is
sufficient to reconstruct the displacement vector.

3.2 Limits and potentials
Repeat-pass SAR interferometry exploits the phase difference between different acquisitions to retrieve
information about the topography of the observed scene and its changes over time. The accuracy in the
displacement measurements is a fraction of the radar wavelength, and considering X-Band SAR signals,
i.e. the COMSO-SkyMed SAR sensors, (with about 3 cm of wavelength) it can reach millimeter values.
Extracting this information is a complex task. In fact, changes on the geometric or physical characteristics
of the target, at the same level of the radar wavelength, introduce phase variations that overcome the
contribution due to the distance between the radar and the target and causes phase decorrelation.
Changes in the characteristics of the transmission medium, i.e. different atmospheric conditions
between the acquisitions, introduce phase delay that affects the estimation of the distance between the
radar and the target. Moreover, the phase information is wrapped, i.e. it can only be measured within
one cycle, or 360°; therefore, in order to retrieve the displacement information, the appropriate number
of cycles has to be added to the measured phase to reconstruct the correct absolute phase difference.
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Figure 8 - Interferometric acquisition model. Changes on the atmospheric conditions between two acquisitions introduce phase delays
that alter the measure of the topography or of the displacement

Usually, the measurements are possible over sparse points or areas, which need to be identified at
processing time and correspond to objects on the ground exhibiting radar backscattering properties that
are “stable” over time. These points, called Persistent Scatterers (PSs), are usually found in noncultivated and scarcely vegetated areas as well as in urbanized zones, and in particular correspond to
man- made or natural structures like buildings, rocks, etc. In order to identify the PSs, it is necessary to
analyze long series of acquisitions; increasing the number of the processed images allows performing
more reliable statistics and provides accurate results.
In order to retrieve the displacement information, other phase contributions have to be identified and
removed from the signal.
The interferometric acquisition model is shown in Figure 8
A typical spatial distribution of persistent scatterers is reported in the following Figure 9 and Figure 10.

Figure 9 - Example of measurement points spatial distribution (red dots) superimposed to an optical image. The measurement points
correspond to urban areas, railways, highways, single building and infrastructures. There are no points in correspondence of
cultivated and vegetated areas or water bodies
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Figure 10 - Example of measurement points spatial distribution (red dots) superimposed to an optical image. The measurement points
are collected over bare soil and all non dense vegetated area characterized by distributed scattering mechanism

3.3 Methodology
The Consortium developed an end-to-end processing chain for SAR interferometry processing, named
PSP, which is able to identify either point-like or distributed scatterers. The PSP method is able to
reconstruct at full resolution the displacement (and the 3D position) without explicit need of adaptive
spatial averages. Exploiting the relative properties (arcs) between neighbouring points the technique
allows extracting information in correspondence of weak area signal (distributed scatterers), and the
robust finite difference integration method allows reconstructing the value on each point using redundant
integration path minimizing the impact of the noise, preserving the information at full resolution.
In the following some examples of the capability of the “PSP SAR Interferometry” are reported. In it is of
particular interest to note that very dense and precisely localized deformation measurements are found
not only in correspondence of strongly scattering structures, but also over the pavements of “Piazza
Plebiscito” (Naples, Italy). In Figure 12 precise elevation information reconstructed with PSP technique in
correspondence of infrastructure is reported.

Figure 11- Piazza Plebiscito, Naples, Italy, PSP mean velocitu measurements obtained from COSMO SkyMed Stripmap SAR data
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Figure 12 - Very high density PSP height measurements (with respect to ellipsoid WGS84) precisely reconstructing structures such as
link roads, highway, railway, warehouses, etc, near Novara, Italy, obtained from COSMO SkyMed Stripmap SAR DATA

Finally, in Figure 13 two examples of the capability to obtain measurements over rural areas are
reported. In particular the image on the right highlight the capability of the technique to extract very
dense measurement points, discriminating the areas where no cultivation work were likely performed
in the analyzed period.

Figure 13 - PSP analysisi on natural terrain. The images show the PSP mean velocity measurements obtained from COSMO SkyMed
Stripmap SAR data on a mountainous area near l’AQUILA, Italy and on a rural area in Russia. The images highlight that very dense
PSP measurements are obtained over grassland and bare soil, despite the absebce of strong scatteres (whereas PSP measurements
are correctly not found in cultivated fields or forests, because their backscattering properties change with time). Note in the right
image that the PSP measurements are found on the part of the fields where no cultivation work were likely performed in the
acquisition period April 2012-October 2012

Main characteristics and advantages of the PSP are the following:
• insensitivity with respect to orbital and atmospheric artefacts in the measurement point
identification step (no need for amplitude and phase calibration);
• accurate and robust phase unwrapping, based on redundant finite difference integration
method;
• capability to extract information in correspondence of both point-like scatterers (strong SNR)
and distributed scatterers (weak signal) at full resolution, without need for averaging as for
other DS techniques.

3.3.1

Data processing

Figure 14 shows a logical block diagram of the PSP processing chain. Each step of the processing is
monitored for the identification of possible anomalies both in automatic than with visual inspections.
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Figure 14 - A block diagram of the PSP processing chain

3.3.1.1 Import
The aim of this step is to store and to catalogue SAR data in efficient and structured way.
During the import the check of the input data is performed at different levels. The metadata, a
shapefile/KML with the footprint and the amplitude of each SLC are generated. Any detected anomaly
is immediately signaled.

3.3.1.2 Co-registration
The co-registration operation aims to align all SAR images (slaves), belonging to an interferometric stack,
on a unique grid defined by a reference image (master). In order to take into account local deformations
due to the topography, in addition to the traditional cross-correlation, the developed co-registration
algorithm uses an external digital elevation model (DEM), the SAR acquisition model and the orbital
data. The use of this information is very important to obtain the necessary co-registration accuracies for
the SAR interferometry, above all when high and very high resolution SAR data (e.g. COSMO-SkyMed
HIMAGE and Spotlight) are used.
An index of the co-registration reliability is provided by the co-registration processing itself. It is based
on the differences between the measured (image matching) and the estimated shifts (orbital data and
DEM). After the removal of systematic effects due to orbital artefacts, some statistics of the differences
between the two (the measures and the estimates) values is performed in order to evaluate the coregistration reliability. The RMS of the residuals along range (dx) and azimuth (dy) direction and the
average of the circular deviation of the residuals (√
+
) are analyzed for each co-registration
performed between the slaves and the master SAR image.
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3.3.1.3 Interferometric phase and coherence generation
After the co-registration step, the interferograms are generated. The interferogram contains the phase
difference between two co-registered single look complex images without the topographic contribution
(removed by using the external DEM and orbital data).
Some topographic residuals can be present on the interferometric phase, due to the limited accuracy of
the input DEM and orbital data. The PSI processing chain is able to estimate such residuals and to exploit
them to improve the location and deformation of each selected PS, as shown in the following sections.
An example of co-seismic interferogram and unwrapped phase generated in correspondence of the 2016
Central Italy earthquake with Sentinel-1 data is reported in the following Figure 15.

Figure 15 - Interferometric wrapped phase (a) and deformation map (b) in correspondence of 2016 central Italy earthquake obtained
from Sentinel 1 data acquired before and after the event

The interferogram generation is an enough simple operation that does not require particular attentions,
except for the estimation and removal of the topographic component. This component is obtained
starting from input DEM, the acquisition model of the sensor and orbital data of two acquisitions forming
the interferometric pair. Invalid values in the phase model can be produced by:
• Invalid values in the SAR images forming the interferogram;
• Invalid values or anomalies in input DEM;
• Radar geometric distortions (layover and shadow) related to the acquisition geometry.
A mask of these invalid values is generated in automatic way for each interferogram and, if the number
of invalid points is too high, a warning message is generated and the analyst can decides if removing it
from the interferogram stack.
In addition to this automatic control of the generated interferograms, a visual inspection will be
performed for each interferogram in order to identify possible anomalies.

3.3.1.4 PS/DS selection
The algorithm for PS/DS selection is fully automatic and is able to auto-configure itself according to the
particular input interferometric stack, the kind of sensor, the acquisition mode, the number of images
and their distribution in the time and interferometric baseline domain. PSP-IFSAR technique is able to
detect both point-like and distributed scatterer exploiting the information between pairs of points and
evaluating the multi-temporal coherence over the arcs connecting the points as reliability index of the
selection.
The selected PS/DS points are georeferenced by means of input DEM and satellite acquisition
parameters, displayed in a GIS environment and superimposed on other information layers, like
cartography and orthophoto, in order to perform opportune quality controls. The quality checks
performed consist on false alarm rate and the detection capability. An additional comparison is
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performed in radar geometry, superimposing the PS/DS points over the average reflectivity map; this
second check is required also because usually the available optical images refer to a temporal period
different from that of the SAR images, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16 -In the left the selected measurement points (red dots) superimposed on the mean amplitude (radar projection) and in the
right the selected measurement points superimposed on the optical image provided by Google Earth. The optical image shows an
area in which there are some buildings but strangely no measurement points are detected. The radar image justifies the absence of
measurement points in this area. In fact, it is evident that those buildings were not present during SAR images acquisition period

3.3.1.5 Parameter estimation
The adopted PSI techniques are able to select measurement points and, at the same time, to retrieve
information about the terrain movement and elevation of each measurement point. In this step the
choice of the physical model describing the terrain movement plays an important role, as explained in
the previous paragraph.
The processing chain chooses the model that fits better the interferometric phases depending on some
parameters of input data, e.g. time interval, number of images, kind of observed phenomenon etc.
However, the deformation model can be modified by the expert analyst.
If the geological characteristics of the surface deformation are known, an opportune geological model
can be adopted. Usually, such kind of information is not available and a general model consisting of
three components is considered:
• Polynomial term: the degree is selected according to the length of the observed period,
the number of images and the expected complexity of the displacement;
• Sinusoidal term: it describes the seasonal thermal dilations;
• Residual topography with respect to the input DEM.
In any case, even if the chosen model does not perfectly fit the actual ground deformation, it will be
recovered during the residual phase unwrapping step. However, the current step and the residual phase
unwrapping procedure are strictly connected: the better the chosen model describes real physical
phenomena, the higher the performances of the residual phase unwrapping.
The quality control of this step mainly consists in the visual inspection of the adopted deformation
physical model components. The components of the physical model and model itself in different
acquisition dates are displayed in GIS environment using the refined geolocation obtained thanks to the
estimations of the elevation corrections with respect to input DEM. The purpose of this quality check is
to identify anomalous trends, disconnected areas and possible errors in the geolocation.
An example of the reconstructed velocity and amplitude of the sinusoidal term are reported in the
following Figure 17.
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Figure 17 - On the left the reconstructed linear term (velocity), on the right the amplitude of the sinusoidal term (thermal dilation) on
the displacement model. Thermal dilation effects are clearly visible in correspondence of the bridge

Possible trends related mainly to orbital errors are estimated and then removed by fitting the
coefficients to a spatially slow surface (polynomial function). The anomalies due to disconnected regions
are corrected by performing appropriate recovery strategies. Finally, absolute geolocation errors, due
to the inaccurate knowledge of orbital data, are corrected finding the correspondences between some
measurement points and the structures in the optical image.

3.3.1.6 Phase unwrapping
The components of the PS/DS deformation not described by the deformation model, can be retrieved
by unwrapping the interferometric phase residuals. The phase of the SAR signal is measured modulo 2π,
that is it assumes values in the range]-π, π]. The objective of the phase unwrapping is to solve this
ambiguity, estimating the absolute (unwrapped) phase of every PS, adding the correct number of cycles
to the wrapped phase. The relation between wrapped and unwrapped phase is the following:
= +2
,
where ϕi is the unwrapped phase and ψi is the measured phase (modulo 2π), ki (problem unknown) is
the number of phase cycles and i is an index that identifies a PS.
The problem solution is based on the reconstruction of the absolute phases starting from a series of
differential measures on arcs between close points. Ideally the integration along any path which
connects all PS/DS (a tree) should give the same result. Unfortunately, this hypothesis is not always
verified because of different disturbances: phase noise, irregularities of the time and space sampling,
orbital errors, atmospheric delays, etc. These inconsistencies make the phase unwrapping one of the
most critical operations of the whole processing. To guarantee an accurate and reliable result a robust
algorithm was developed and implemented, which is able to explore redundant connections between
PS/DS either in time or space domain in order to reduce the errors.

3.3.1.7 Orbital and atmospheric artefact removal
The orbital and atmospheric artefacts affecting the interferometric phases are due to the inaccurate
knowledge of orbital data and the atmospheric changes occurred in the different acquisition dates,
respectively.
The orbital errors can be described by polynomial functions, whose coefficients are estimated from the
residual phase signal obtained after the removal of the main components of the ground deformation
and residual topographic term. The atmospheric artefacts can be divided into two main components.
The former related to the stratifications of the atmosphere is directly proportional to the topography;
the latter related to the turbulent motions presents the typical bubble structure. The goal of this
processing step is to remove the contributions related to orbital and atmospheric artefacts from phase
signal. This operation is carried out by means of exploiting the specific characteristics of the artefacts
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with respect to the displacement: they are correlated in space and uncorrelated in time and are usually
distinguishable from the signal of interest (movement) that is usually correlated in time.
Orbital errors induce spatially correlated phase alterations that can be described by polynomial
functions. Depending on the accuracy of orbital data, the polynomial coefficients can assume values in
a certain range.
The proposed technique is able to select PS/DS and at the same time to estimate the components of the
physical model describing the terrain displacement without information about the orbital and
atmospheric artefacts. However, to retrieve the non-linear components of the terrain movement not
considered by the physical model, the removal of orbital and atmospheric disturbances from phase
signal becomes a necessary step. These disturbances can be estimated and then removed exploiting
their specific characteristics: they are correlated in space and uncorrelated in time and are usually
distinguishable from the signal of interest (movement) that is usually correlated in time.
To check the correctness of the orbital and atmospheric artefacts removal, the variograms of the
following maps are computed and compared:
• unwrapped phases obtained before the removal of orbital and atmospheric disturbances
• unwrapped phases computed after the removal of the orbital artefacts and large scale
components of the atmosphere;
• • unwrapped phases calculated after the removal of the further phase contributions due to the
turbulent components of the atmosphere.
An example of the analysis performed on an interferometric pair with a temporal baseline of about 30
days is reported in the following figures. Figure 18 shows the interferometric unwrapped phase before
the removal of any artefacts, after the removal of large scale components, and after the further
removal of the turbulent component of the atmosphere. Figure 19 shows the variograms relative to
the previous interferometric unwrapped phase. The shape of the orange curve confirm the correctness
of the atmosphere estimation and removal.

Figure 18 - Unwrapped phase relative to an interferometric pair, computed before the removal of the orbital and atmospheric
disturbances (a), after the removal of the orbital artefacts and the large scale components of turbulent atmosphere (b) and after the
further removal of the turbulent components of the atmosphere (c)
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Figure 19 - Variograms of the unwrapped phase, relative to an interferometric pair, computed before the removal of the orbital and
atmospheric disturbances (blue line), after the removal of the orbital artefacts and the large scale components of turbulent
atmosphere (red line) and after the further removal of the turbulent components of the atmosphere (orange line)

3.3.1.8 Motion decomposition
SAR interferometry techniques allow measuring the projection of the displacement along the line of
sight of the sensor. The availability of opposite observation geometries (e.g. ascending and descending
datasets) allows the reconstruction of two components of the displacement vectors: the vertical and
horizontal (east-west). With present satellite polar systems, the third component of the displacement
along the north direction can be assumed null, being very low the sensitivity of the interferometric phase
with respect to the displacement in this direction (almost parallel to the line of fight and orthogonal to
the line of sight).
In order to directly perform the motion decomposition some constraints have to be fulfilled:
• The same point/area on the ground (PS or DS) must be measured in both the observation
geometries;
• The ascending and descending measurements must be acquired in dates as close as possible (a
few days apart at most), ideally in the same day.
Usually, with the ascending and descending geometries complementary points of the same structure or
object are selected. This means that it is not always possible to obtain displacement measure over the
same ground point with the two geometries. To overcome this problem, measurements relevant to the
ascending and descending PSP analyses are converted from vector to raster image, with a resolution
suitable to include both ascending and descending measurements points in the same resolution cell.
Multiple points observed with the same geometry and falling in the same resolution cell are averaged.
In correspondence of the common cells (Homologous Points), it is possible to estimate the vertical and
horizontal components of the displacements, starting from the director cosines of the two geometries.
Usually, the acquisition dates and period relative to ascending and descending acquisition are not equal,
and the constraint b), is almost never verified. In order to overcome this problem the following operation
are performed:
• The velocity is analysed in the period common to the two observation geometries;
• The time series of displacement are analysed in correspondence of fixed dates, interpolating the
original time series in the common output temporal sampling.
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The following Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. and Figure 21 -H component (left) and
E component (right) of the mean velocity. Positive values indicate the uplift and Eastward
displacements for the H and E components, respectively. Negative values indicate the downlift and
Westward displacements for H and E component, respectively show an example of the motion
decomposition relative to the velocity.

Figure 20 - Mean velocities maps obtained by the analysis of ascending (left) and descending (right) geometries. The arrows indicate,
approximately, the direction of the displacements for each geometry

Figure 21 -H component (left) and E component (right) of the mean velocity. Positive values indicate the uplift and Eastward
displacements for the H and E components, respectively. Negative values indicate the downlift and Westward displacements for H
and E component, respectively

3.4 Input data
The input data needed for the interferometric processing are listed below:
• SAR data, typically a temporal series of many single look complex SAR images over the area of
interest; they must be acquired with the same acquisition parameters (wavelength, look angle,
polarization, acquisition mode, acquisition geometry) and with characteristic (spatial baseline,
doppler centroid, etc.) suitable for SAR interferometry. The number of images typically used to
obtain high quality results is at least 30. For the project, series of ascending and descending SAR
data, acquired by the COSMO-SkyMed constellation will be used for the analysis over Gubbio
and the two test beds in Heraklion.
• A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) at medium resolution (used as a starting point to remove the
topographic phase contribution). SRTM DSM will be used.
• • VHR orthorectified optical images of the area of interest, or similar cartography; these images
are necessary for an accurate geo-localization and for the quality check of the results.
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3.5 Outputs
The products obtained from SAR data processing, allowing the analysis and monitoring of terrain and
structure displacement in the selected area of interest.
The information are available over a sparse grid of points (PS) corresponding to objects on the ground
providing a radar backscatterer stable with respect to angles and times of observation, typically noncultivated and scarcely vegetated areas, and in particular man-made or natural structures like buildings,
rocks, etc.
The product is a point shapefile (ESRI format integrable in GIS environment) representing the PS
extracted by the interferometric processing. For every PS the following information is associated:
• PS positions: It is a list of terrain points positions (geographic coordinates and heights with
respect to the WGS84 ellipsoid), corresponding to the PS selected for the interferometric
analysis over the AOI. The measurements of the PS positions are relative; the absolute position
is obtained by a geolocalization procedure that uses the available orthoimages or similar
cartography as absolute reference PS mean velocities in the analyzed period.
• PS mean velocity in the analyzed period: It provides the measurements of the PS mean
velocities, expressed in mm/year, in the temporal range between the first and the last date of
SAR acquisition. The PS mean velocity is measured along the line of sight of the sensor and is
referred to a reference
• PS, assumed stable. This information gives indication on the stability or mean displacement
velocity for specific points.
•

PS displacement temporal evolutions: It provides the PS displacement measurements,
expressed in mm, occurred at each acquisition date in the analyzed period. The PS displacements
are measured along the line of sight of the sensor and refer to a reference PS, assumed as stable,
and to a reference date (among the acquisition dates). This information allows to monitor the
trend of a single PS in the reference period. It is fundamental in order to identify early warning
and possible critical events.

•

PS elevation: this product provides information on the height of the PS (available only for very
high resolution SAR data, like COSMO-SkyMed HIMAGE date).
The product is provided in ESRI shapefile vector format compatible with all proprietary and free
GIS software and ASCII format.
The ESRI shapefile, or simply a shapefile, is a geospatial vector data format for geographic
information system software (proprietary or free). Shapefiles spatially describe features: points,
lines, and polygons, representing, for example, water wells, rivers, and lakes. Each item usually
has attributes that describe it. The shapefile format is useful for analyze the data, thanks to the
possibilities offered by the GIS software. The features of the PSP-IFSAR products shapefile are
points, representing the selected PSs.
The ASCII file product is organized as a sequence of rows, whose number, but for the header
row, is equal to the number of output PS, each row corresponding to a specific PS measurement
point. The first row of the file is the header containing the labels of the reported parameters.
For each row, several fields are reported corresponding to a specific PS parameter. Each field is
separated by a space.
To each PS (or feature) the following attributes of the shapefile and the following filed of the
ASCII format are provided:
o CODE: this is an alphanumeric code that identifies univocally the PS
o HEIGHT: the height of the PS with respect the ellipsoid WGS84
o VEL: the mean velocity of the PS in the analyzed period
o V_STDEV: the estimated standard deviation of the mean velocity measurement.
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o COHERENCE: it is a value from 0 to 1, representing the temporal coherence of the PS;
higher values correspond to good PS.
o LOS_E: East component of the directional cosines of the radar line-of sight.
o LOS_N: North component of the directional cosines of the radar line-of sight.
o LOS_H: Vertical component of the directional cosines of the radar line-of sight.
o YYYYMMDD: in the dbf associated to the shapefile there are several of these
attributes; their number is equal to the number of the acquisition dates of the images
used for the processing. Each attribute contains the displacement of the PS at the
date DD / MM / YYYY.
o In case of the ASCII format, the following additional field will be explicitly indicated
in the output file:
o LAT: Latitude of the PS in decimal degrees with respect to the WGS84 ellipsoid;
o LON: Longitude of the PS in decimal degrees with respect to the WGS84 ellipsoid.
It is important to remember that the PSP-IFSAR measurements are relative to a reference date and to a
reference point. The reference date, typically, is the first date of the dataset, while the reference point
is selected on a statistical basis among the selected PS.
The data volume depends on the area to be monitored, in principle there will be, for structural
monitoring, a high density of points resulting in up to 20000 points per km2. Shapefiles can reach also a
disk occupation of few GBs so it is important to foresee efficient storage methods to allow further
visualization and analysis.

3.5.1

Output examples

In the following figures examples of output from SAR data processing (PS mean velocities) are shown;

Figure 22 -3D view of the PS mean velocities over the Zubov bridge on the Black Sea coast (Russia) measured by PSP-IFSAR
processing of COSMO SkyMed Himage SAR images acquired from 2009 to 2010
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Figure 23 - Piana degli Albanesi Damsa, Sicily (Italy). PS mean velocities obtained by PSP-IFSAAR processing of CSK Himage SAR
data acquired from 2009 to 2011

Figure 24 -3D view of the PS mean velocities of a landslide in the area of Tuapse (Russia) measured by PSP-IFSAR processing of
COSMO SkyMed Himage SAR data acquired from 2008 to 2011 and the displacement temporal evolution of a selected PS. The
landslides are potentially dangerous because it is close to the railway line along the coast
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4 Flood monitoring from satellite data
Floods are the most common natural disasters, as they represent almost the 70% of the total number of
disasters registered yearly worldwide.
Floods are hydrological disasters caused when a water body (river, lake) overflows its normal confines
due to rising water levels. The term general flood is also adopted in case of accumulation of water on
the ground due to long-lasting rainfall and the rise of the groundwater table (also known as water
logging). Furthermore, general floods can be due to inundation by melting snow and ice, backwater
effects, and special causes such as the breaching of a dam. A particular type of floods is flash flood, or a
sudden flooding with short duration. Flash floods typically are associated with thunderstorms and can
therefore occur at virtually any place, making really difficult to forecast or model this type of event.
Floods and flash floods are also a common consequence of severe storms.
Flood monitoring is one of the surveillance activity in charge of RFI. In particular, the monitoring consists
in the check of water levels in order to verify eventual variations that may provoke flood phenomena
affecting the railway line and related infrastructures.
This monitoring will be carried on during MOMIT demonstration activities through the use of satellite
data, both from optical and SAR sensors.
It foresees a pre-analysis activity aimed to estimate, on the basis of high detail DSM generated by VHR
optical stereo satellite or aerial data, the threshold (“alarm extent”) that must be reached by a river, in
terms of water extent, before it happens a flood.
The second phase will be focused on the systematic monitoring of the river water extent, having a
minimum width (20 m) and no vertical river banks (that would not allow to estimate the changes in
water extent), through Sentinel optical and radar data, in order to timely detect risk of flooding
impacting the railway infrastructure.
In case a flood event occurs, the third phase implies the rapid impact assessment, focused on the
identification of the flood affected areas and infrastructures. It is therefore necessary to identify the
water bodies on post-event images and compare them with the water extent before the event. This goal
can be successfully achieved if multi temporal images (SAR or optical) acquired before and after the
event are available or, as an alternative, if reliable and updated reference water bodies cartographic
data are available.

4.1 Input data
4.1.1

VHR optical aerial or satellite stereo data

As aforementioned in the introduction of Section Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata., to
provide a warning about the possibility of flood occurrence it is necessary to estimate the thresholds
that must be reached by a river, in terms of water extent, before the flood event happens.
This thresholds estimation is based on the analysis of a high detail Digital Surface Model (DSM) that, if
not already available on the area of interest (e.g. generated by Lidar data for hydraulic studies purposes),
can be generated by aerial data or VHR optical stereo satellite data, having an adequate resolution
(Ground Sample Distance (GSD) <= 50 cm).
For decades, aerial imagery had been the only approach available for generating digital elevation models
(DEMs) over large areas. Although airborne photogrammetric flights with new digital aerial cameras
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make it possible to capture highly detailed imagery, the drawback is that they require “ad hoc”
photogrammetric flights at detailed scale and the handling of a high number of frames.
The availability, in the last years, of optical satellites able to collect, in stereo mode, very high-resolution
imagery over large land areas with a high level of detail (GSD <= 30 cm), ensure the accuracy and the
reliability of the derived Digital Elevation Models (DEM) and therefore constitute a valid alternative to
traditional aerial photogrammetric products.

4.1.2

HR satellite optical and SAR data

To timely detect the risk of a flood event it is necessary to systematically monitor the river extent in
comparison with the “alarm extent”. If a flood occurs, the objective is to provide a rapid impact
assessment, focused on the identification of the flood affected areas and infrastructures. For both
purposes, SAR and optical satellites images are suitable to derive relevant information for river
monitoring and flood mapping.
Special features of SAR satellites such as the possibility to image the Earth surface under every light and
weather conditions and their peculiar response to water targets allow the fast and accurate detection
of river water extent and flooded areas. Optical satellites generally suffer from the presence of clouds
when acquiring images over an area affected by floods, as generally there are persistent bad weather
conditions over the area itself.
The following table indicates the optimum and sub-optimum EO data category to be used for this type
of monitoring:

EO data category

Rationale

Water targets have a specific behaviour with respect to SAR sensors, as
generally calm water results in a very low value of backscattering due to the
reflection of the SAR signal and it is easily detectable using semi-automated
feature extraction techniques. Flash floods as well as plain floods are well
detectable using SAR images; for flash floods it is critical to acquire a SAR
image close to the event in order to detect flood traces associated to soil
Optimum:
SAR, moisture.
VHR all bands (X, C,
The imaging mode depends on the type of event and the dimensions of the
L), HH polarization
AOI to be covered (there is generally a direct relation among them). For
small local flood events very high resolution is recommended.
Finally, SAR sensors have the capability to acquire under every weather and
light condition increasing the collection opportunities in case of floods that
are generally coupled with bad weather conditions and consequently
persistent cloud coverage.
Sub-optimum:
Optical
multispectral, VHR

Optical multispectral sensors offer the opportunity to well identify the
water extent and to discriminate flooded areas exploiting multispectral
band combinations that are generally used to map vegetation (e.g. False
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Colour Composites including the NIR and SWIR spectral bands in the red and
green channels), exploiting +the very low/null response of water bodies in
the NIR/SWIR part of the e.m. spectrum. This EO data type is more suitable
for definition of damage grades.
Table 2 - Optimal data for water extent monitoring in MOMIT project

4.2 Processing Chain and methodologies
Figure 25shows a logical block diagram of the flood monitoring processing chain. The main steps of the
workflow are described in the following sections.

Figure 25 - Flood detection workflow

4.2.1

River alarm thresholds estimation

The thresholds that must be reached by a river, in terms of water extent, before the flood event happens
are estimated through a 3D analysis of the high detail Digital Surface Model generated starting from
aerial or stereo satellite data, according to the methodology described in the next section.

4.2.1.1 DSM generation
The DSM generation is based on traditional photogrammetric approach or on a more modern technique
based on point cloud extraction by multi-view image matching algorithms. Both technologies can be
applied to every type of input data, such as satellite and aerial data.
The more modern point cloud method is relying on recent significant improvements in hardware and
algorithms and requires less manual interaction.
The subsystem for DSM generation allows a digital accurate reconstruction of surfaces from calibrated
and oriented images, and is based on an automated procedure for surfaces reconstruction from image
data. The implemented reconstruction pipeline is based on images with given orientation parameters
and subsequently performs different processing steps:
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-

Image orientation
Epipolar image generation
Dense multi-stereo matching
Conversion from point cloud to DSM

The first step depends on the input data provided, that is can be different in case of aerial or satellite
data.
•

Image orientation

There are many algorithms of multiple view image matching in the literature, but few of them have
proven to be fundamental after years of research and practice especially for their robustness, generality
and minimalist functions.
In the case of satellite, the aim of satellite image orientation is to estimate the exterior orientation and
interior orientation of the camera, that is:
Exterior orientation (EO):
-

Camera position
Camera attitude

Interior orientation (IO):
-

Lens characteristics
Lens distortions

For pushbroom cameras, each line is scanned independently and is the result of a perspective projection.
The collinearity equations are valid only in each line and need to be extended in order to take into
account the geometry of pushbroom acquisitions.
The method can be applied both Satellite stereo or Tri-Stereo images and is usually based on the
processing of RPC (rational polynomial function) model (Section 8.2.1), that can be improved by the use
of tie points research and ground control points measurements (if available). These steps allow the
relative and absolute orientation. A quality control evaluates:
-

RMSE value over control/check points
RMSE distribution: if there is a systematic behavior, some errors are not modelled
Presence of outliers

In the case of aerial data, Automatic Aero Triangulation (AAT) is applied from the aerial image block for
minimizing the error in the collection geometry estimation. The AAT provides the transformation
between object and image pixel space as required for the subsequent dense matching process. In
photogrammetry, this transformation represents the central projection of an object point through the
optical centre of the camera to the image plane and is formulated using the well-known collinearity
equations.
•

Epipolar image generation

After estimating the relative orientation, the images are geometrically processed and resampled in order
to cancel the misalignement in y-direction.
The misalignement in x-direction (called parallax) is proportional to the height of the object (Z coordinate
in object space). As consequence, the homologous points lay on the same line, called epipolar line.
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Objective of this step is to built-up the so-called camera projection matrix P. This matrix efficiently maps
points from 3D object space to 2D pixel space. The generation of epipolar image pairs is based on the
representation of stereo constraints. These constraints will support the generation of epipolar lines from
given orientation parameters. Image matching will search for corresponding points between right and
left images on the epipolar lines.
•

Dense multi-stereo matching

Stereo matching is used for finding corresponding pixels in a pair of images, which allows 3D
reconstruction by triangulation, using the known intrinsic and extrinsic orientation of the cameras.
The wide range of modern dense matching algorithms can be assigned to two big category: local
methods, which evaluate the correspondences one point at a time, not considering neighboring
points/measures, and global methods where some constraint on the regularity of results are enforced
in the estimation. The first approach can be very efficient and accurate making it particularly suitable
for real-time applications; however, these algorithms are considerably sensitive to the presence of
image regions characterized by sudden depth variations and occlusions and often can produce very noisy
results in low contrasted textured regions. The global methods, as the Semi-Global Matching method
(Hirschmuller, 2008 and 2001), trying to overcome these limits, are less sensitive to ambiguous disparity
values (occlusions, repeated patterns and uniform texture regions) (E. Dall’Asta, R. Roncella, 2014).
The Semi-Global Matching method (SGM) performs a pixel-wise matching allowing to shape efficiently
object boundaries and fine details and is, actually, one of the best matching strategies used both in
photogrammetry and computer vision, offering good results with low runtime.
The algorithm works with a pair of images with known interior and exterior orientation and epipolar
geometry (i.e. assumes that corresponding points lie on the same horizontal image line).
Given a set of oriented input images the SGM algorithm extracts 3D points (the point cloud) representing
the scenes surface.
•

Conversion from point cloud to DSM

The point cloud is a set of sparse points with x, y, z coordinates. For the generation of the DSM, the cloud
points must be transformed from sparse points to points matching a regular grid, with a post spacing
that can be chosen according to original image data resolution and product requirement.
Also the file format must be changed from point vector to raster image. During the conversion, on the
same x, y coordinates, more points can be present at different z. For the generation of a DSM, the
algorithms takes into consideration, when dealing with more points with the same planar x, y
coordinates, the point with the higher z-value. The result is the filling of the regular grid with points that
are stored in raster format, thus generating the DSM. Existing possible not filled cells can be filled with
interpolation techniques.

4.2.2

River water extent monitoring and flood mapping

The objective of the service is to detect the risk of flood and timely provide a warning. For this purpose
it is necessary to systematically monitor the river extent, extracting the water mask, and comparing its
extent with the “alarm thresholds”.
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From SAR data, water extent\flood masks are generally derived analyzing each acquisition with specific
semi-automated and unsupervised robust classification algorithms. Such technique relies on the fact
that water bodies have a rather smooth surface that produces a quite perfect specula reflection and
therefore the percentage of the incident radiation that is reflected back to the SAR sensor onboard the
satellite is very low. This explains why water bodies generally appear with a dark colour in radar images.
However, there are some cases where water surfaces appears more brilliant, and therefore a significant
part of the incident radiation is reflected back to the SAR sensor: this happens when there are relevant
vertical elements close to the water surface that trigger some double bouncing or multiple reflections
phenomena (e.g. buildings in urban areas, riparian vegetation, along rivers, woods and forests) or when
the water surface is not that smooth (e.g. sea/oceans under strong wave or wind stress).

Figure 26 - Floods in North Dakota (1997): aerial view (left), SAR image (middle) and VHR panchromatic optical image (right)

In these cases the availability of a suitable pre-event SAR image is essential in order to detect those areas
(within specific land cover classes such as urban area and forest) with an anomalous increase of
backscattering value (2-3 times the reference value): these areas are best candidates for being affected
by floods. Contextual information is also used in order to preserve the hydraulic consistency of the flood
delineation.

Figure 27 - Floods Detection Algorithm input (left) and output (right)

Radar shadowing modelling are adopted to easily identify areas that can be erroneously classified as
water.
A similar procedure can be applied to the analysis of specific spectral band combinations of optical
images that highlight the vegetation coverage and water bodies (where generally vegetation is absent).
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Water bodies identification on a scene acquired by optical sensors can be based on simple but effective
histogram threshold techniques; those techniques exploit the behaviour of water in the infrared bands
using NIR and SWIR (where available) channels, where those surfaces have high absorption rates. Those
methods are simple to apply but several disadvantages are also evident. Shadows, due to the local
morphology or to the presence of clouds, are classified as water bodies and threshold values cannot be
defined uniquely but adapted to the conditions at the moment of the acquisition.
Different water bodies classification techniques are mainly based on indexes derived from differential
band ratios, to make threshold values independent from image acquisition parameters. In particular,
according to literature, the use of the Normalized Differential Water Index (NDWI) is commonly used to
identify and classify flooded areas. Unfortunately, a unique definition of this index is not available,
probably due to its adaptation to the different characteristics of spectral sensors mounted on satellite
platform normally used for those applications. The most diffuse definition of NDWI is based on
reflectivity in the green and near-infrared bands. This index reduces commission errors during
classification, mainly due to vegetation and bare soil classes.
In the following the processing methodologies adopted for water\flood extraction are summarized.
The first step foresees the systematic data collection of Sentinel-1 (SAR) and Sentinel-2 (optical) data
from ESA Copernicus Open Access Hub https://scihub.copernicus.eu/. Both, SAR and optical data, have
to be geometrically corrected before the water extent footprints extraction, through a geocoding
(SAR)\orthotectification (optical)) process.
SAR data workflow foresees:
•
•
•

Calibration to sigma naught by using the ESA Sentinel-1 toolbox
Range Doppler terrain correction
Ground projection in the target reference system

Optical data orthorectification workflow is described in section 8.2.1.
The extraction of water\flood footprints from optical and SAR satellite images are based on e-GEOS
proprietary chains (e-Flood). The tool is operationally adopted in the activities of Copernicus Emergency
Management
Service
(http://emergency.copernicus.eu/mapping/ems/emergency-managementservice-mapping) that addresses, with a worldwide coverage, a wide range of emergency situations
resulting from natural or man-made disasters as floods, earthquakes, wildfires, etc.
The water\flood footprints extraction from SAR data foresees:
•
•
•
•

Radiometric enhancement and filtering procedure to reduce speckle and improve results
Unsupervised classification algorithm; the operator defines the target number of classes.
The classification image is inspected by the operator that selects the class(es) that belong to the
flood extent
The classification image is filtered according to both slope and area filters in order to remove
false alarms due to SAR shadowing and to remove/fill small patches / gaps below the minimum
mapping unit (MMU).

Same as for water\flood extraction from SAR, for what concerns the optical workflow, the operator
initially chooses the best band combination to highlight water areas (depending on satellite sensor). The
unsupervised classification step could require more time due to the increased complexity (multi band).
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The final output assessment is done by combining radiometric statistics and elevation information
(mean delta value compared to maximum value) for each water patch. Patches above a certain area
threshold are split in homogeneous patches.
A possible operational alternative, for water flood footprint extraction from SAR data is the Sentinel-1
Toolbox (S1TBX). It consists of a collection of processing tools, data product readers and writers and a
display and analysis application to support the large archive of data from ESA SAR missions including
SENTINEL-1, ERS-1 & 2 and ENVISAT, as well as third party SAR data from ALOS PALSAR, TerraSAR-X,
COSMO-SkyMed and RADARSAT-2.
During the river monitoring, once the water extent (water footprints) exceeds the thresholds, a warning
is provided. If a flood effectively occurs, in addition to the flood footprints as output, a damage
assessment is performed.

Figure 28 - Example of Flood extent map for floods in Veneto (Nov. 2010 - SAFER Action 64, ©eGEOS)
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5 Monitoring of Vegetation by optical remote sensing data
The objective of MOMIT demonstration on vegetation theme is to monitor the 2D and 3D vegetation
growing, close to the railways, in order to timely detect potential risks, avoid damages of the
infrastructure and reduce the cost of human inspections. These monitoring will be carried on during
MOMIT demonstration activities through the use of optical satellite or aerial data.
The activities will be therefore focused on 2 type of analysis:
•

•

The 2D monitoring will be based on bi-dimensional change detection analysis to highlight and
estimate the entity, in terms of extension and growing rate, of vegetation, along a buffer of few
meters along the railways, according to the regulations. The analysis is based on optical satellite
and aerial data
The 3D monitoring will be based on a tri-dimensional change detection analysis, aimed to
identify and monitor trees along the railway characterized by a height that, in case of fall of the
three, could impact on the infrastructure. The analysis is based on optical stereo satellite and\or
aerial data

Figure 29 - Vegetation monitoring workflow

5.1 2D Monitoring
5.1.1

Input data

The planimetric monitoring of extension and growing rate of vegetation along the railway will be
performed using orthophoto generated from very high resolution optical aerial or satellite data.
As aforementioned in section 4.1.1, actually the main provider of optical satellite data, as DigitalGlobe
or Pleiades, manage satellite constellations that allow to acquire very high resolution images (<=30 cm),
offering a concrete alternative to the traditional aerial photogrammetric products.
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5.2 Processing Chain and methodologies
Vegetation growth monitoring service aims to operate a control of the vegetation in order to monitor
the status and timely detect a potential impact on the infrastructure. Several parameters can be
supplied such as growing rate of plants and density of vegetated areas.
The workflow is mainly based on the steps described in Section 8.2: orthoimagery generation from
satellite or aerial data (Section 8.2.1) and change detection analysis (Section 8.2.3).
In addition to the pure change detection output, as described in Section 8.2.3, the product will provide
information about the growing rate, according to the methodology described below.
•

The corridor is preliminary spatialized according transects 20 m high along the infrastructure, for
a width over the railway depending on national regulations.

For each date of monitoring:
•

the areas with vegetation cover will be delimited
it will be estimated the growth rate of each transect, after normalizing the vegetation cover area
than the area of the transept.

5.3 3D Monitoring
The traditional technique of 3D feature extraction based on stereoscopic couples of images is a well
consolidated and powerful tool that helps in the identification of vegetation exciding the maximum
height allowed.
Using stereo monitor and accurately geocoded couple of images it’s possible to measure and report
the actual height of trees that surrounds the railroad indeed.
A virtual surface the follow the relationship between distance from the line and maximum allowed
height will be used to clearly identified what is “over” the surface, that is what exceed the limit for
height.
The process includes the following main steps:
1) Aerial triangulation of survey images, based on onboard flight data and high precision ground
reference points. The following image shows an example of a typical aerial survey processing.
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Figure 30 - Aerial survey processing

2) Creation of a 3d path with buffer that follows the railroad path.
3) Visual inspection of all the path with stereoscopic view and extraction of out-of-limit
elements.
The coordinate and height of each identified tree are provided in output with high accuracy, allowing
for on-site intervention.
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6 Monitoring of electrical lines by UAV sensors
The electrical infrastructure supplies the electric power to trains along the track that usually takes the
overhead line form. There are many elements needed to suspend the power lines above the trains, as
poles, towers, structures or tunnel ceilings. Moreover, there are signal towers, signal crossing or
semaphores that are linked to the electrical infrastructure. Replacement or renovation work is an
important obligation. Good planning is required in order to minimize costs. It is therefore important to
be able to determine more precisely how long electrical infrastructure can continue to be used safely.
This section describes the equipment necessary and the inspection techniques in order to improve the
electrical infrastructure railways monitoring.
This demonstrator will be equipped with the Terabee anti-collision system explained in the section 7.2
On this demonstrator, the following technologies could be used:
6.1 HD video
6.2 Thermal camera
6.3 UV cameras

6.1

HD video (visible light)

The RPAS platform will carry a HD video camera, which will allow visual inspections of the different
elements from the electrical infrastructure. This HD camera will be integrated in the RPAS with a gimbal
system to minimize vibration and allowing control of the camera remotely. Some illustrative examples
“from internet” are shown in the followings figures.

Figure 31 - Aerial photo from the top of electric power lines
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Figure 32 - Detailed photo from specific point of the catenary

Figure 33 - Detailed photo from the isolation of the power lines
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6.2 Thermal cameras
For the inspection of electrical infrastructure, thermography has been used for several years. The
temperature of an object is determined by measuring the intensity of thermal radiation produced by
any given surface of the object with a thermal camera. Their main method for fault detection is thermal
hot-spot recognition, or also called high-impedance areas. These high-impedance areas generate more
heat than the surrounding equipment and are thus visible on the thermal camera. Power line
maintenance for electric utility companies is expensive, dangerous, and time consuming. The use of
unmanned aerial thermography cameras for power line infrared inspection provides the fastest and
most accurate method of survey.
It is under study to have live images from both the thermo and HD cameras, or record the whole flight,
and then analyze and identify damaged areas. Using a RPAS eliminates the problem of inaccessible
terrain and complex areas.
Terabee already performed in the past thermal inspections in high voltage pylon near to solar fields in
order to identify possible high-impedance areas with anomalous temperatures on the wires (hot spots).
The following to figures shows the results of the thermal camera mounted in Terabee’s RPAS working
with

in Italy.

Figure 34 - Approaching high voltage pylon with RPAS unit
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Figure 35 - Detail of the high voltage pylon with RPAS unit, above a solar farm

Improving range temperature will allow to the project better results of the inspection areas. So far, the
feasibility of using these sort thermal cameras on the RPAS platform has not yet been fully decided.
The following two figures show examples of the possible results to be achieved.

Figure 36 - examples of the possible results to be achieved
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6.3

UV Cameras

Electrical discharges into air cause the formation of the corona phenomenon. The corona phenomenon
is the fluorescence of air; the fluorescence signature is mainly in the UV range with a small portion in
the visible blue range. The air is mainly composed of Nitrogen, which emits (Ultra Violet) UV light (UVa,
UVb & UVc) during fluorescence. Fluorescence does not generate any heat therefore the phenomenon
is invisible to thermal cameras. The discharges cause power loss and causes damage to surrounding
hardware.
The system under study consists of at least 2 internal cameras: one UV camera and one visible camera.
The UV image is overlaid onto the visible image to locate the source of the discharge or the UV image is
viewed alone to see the shape of the discharge.
So far, the feasibility of using this sort UV camera on the RPAS platform has not yet been fully decided.
• Corona Effect
A corona discharge starts when a free electron is accelerated by an electric field and impacts on a
Nitrogen molecule with enough energy to knock two or more electrons out of their orbits, ionizing the
molecules. The liberated electrons result in an electron avalanche. When the electrons colliding with the
molecule no longer have enough energy to knock an electron out of its orbital part, the electrons energy
is absorbed resulting in an excited molecule. The excited molecule will return to its ground state after
emission of the excess energy as photons. This is called fluorescence. In the case of Nitrogen, the emitted
photons are mainly in the UV range (100 – 400nm). Other air molecules may also fluoresce, adding their
light.

Figure 37 - Left and Right: shows an example of the corona phenomenon in electrical power lines

• Problems Caused By Corona Discharges
Coronas can generate audible and radio-frequency noise, particularly near electric power transmission
lines. They also represent a power loss, and their action on atmospheric particulates, along with
associated ozone and NOx production, can also be disadvantageous to human health where power lines
run through built-up are
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7 UAV technology applied to Civil Work monitoring
Many kilometers of railways require complex structures like: bridges, tunnels, galleries, to overpass
valleys or cross big mountains, for instance: Italia Viaduct, Laino Borgo, Calabria, Italy. Replacement or
renovation work is a important obligation. Good planning is required in order to minimize costs. It is
therefore important to be able to determine more precisely how long railways infrastructure can
continue to be used safely. Monitoring helps to determine the precise condition of infrastructure,
furthermore quantitative estimates of residual useful life and residual load capacity. This approach is
relevant for aspects such as concrete deterioration, and steel structures with fatigue cracks.
A structural condition assessment methodology for railway infrastructures based on the synergistic
combination of monitoring technologies could be very helpful, especially if automated or semiautomated mode. This section describes the equipment necessary and the inspection techniques in
order to improve the infrastructure railways monitoring.
In particular, the following technologies are foreseen to be used:
7.1 Photogrammetry techniques for inspection
7.2 Static Lidar anti-collision systems
0 Autonomous Navigation
7.3.1 Ultra-wide band positioning system
7.3.2 Slam based on Vision

7.1 Photogrammetry
Photogrammetry is a process for making 3D measurements from photographs. This technique uses as
inputs photographs, and the output is usually a 3D model, map, drawings, from some infrastructures or
landscape. It is a saving time technique in 3D modelling.
Terabee has a wide expertise in photogrammetry techniques using drones outdoors and indoors. Some
examples of the Terabee use cases are presented:
•

Building work in “Les Arcs” Work for EDENARC
The company EDERNAC wanted to build new apartments to be sold or rented in the region Les
Arcs. Due to the landscape it was mandatory to remove part of the hill where the new buildings
were to be built. EDENARC wanted to know the amount of material to be removed in order to
have Mt Blanc views from each apartment. Thanks to our technique it was calculated the exact
amount of land to be removed. A 3D mapping of building site was also done.

Figure 38 - Left: 3D model map of the initial works; Right: Contour lines of the land to be removed, automatic volume calculations
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Figure 39 - Final view of the EDENARC resort

● Engineering analysis of the roof stability on the Duomo of Castelfranco Veneto

This church was built in 1745 in the Italian region, Castelfranco Veneto . Near to 300 years old,
the church started to have roof leaks. Due to the antique of the church it was necessary to
determine the reason of those leaks, which would have likely been either tiles movements or
wooden beams deformation (roof semi-collapse). Thanks to Terabee photogrammetry it was
studied the coplanarity of the roof and the tile displacements, which allowed to determine the
solidity of the wooden beams and fix the tiling problem.

Figure 40 - Left: 3D model of the building area; Right: Detail 3D model the church respectively
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Figure 41 - Left: Contour lines of the roof

; Right: Proof of coplanarity (green color)

● 3D model reconstruction of the San Marino tower in Italy.
Montale tower was constructed in the 14th century on the peak of the San Marino hill. Montale
tower is not open to the public due his fragility and historical reason. It is thought to have been
constructed to give protection against the increasing power of the Malatesta family in that
region and also It was also used as a prison.
Due the geographical situation, there is a risk of damage and loss of the tower. The authorities
in charge of this tower entrusted Terabee to build a 3D model of the tower, in order to have the
exact measurement in case of maintenance or total reconstruction.

Figure 42 - Left: 3D model reconstruction; Right: Model later used in virtual reality shows

7.2 Anti-collision system
Both RPAS demonstrator (civil work monitoring and electrical infrastructure monitoring) will use a state
of art anti-collision system. This kind of monitoring activities required to fly close to the inspections
areas. Sometimes, a simple gust wind or wrong movements from the pilot, could move the RPAS from
his safety position to a danger area. TeraRanger Tower Evo (a product developed by Terabee and used
around the world) will be used as Anti-collision system, which will detect multiple objects in the RPAS
surrounding area to avoid crashing.
TeraRanger Tower Evo is a solid-state LIDAR system with 4 or 8 detection zones monitored
simultaneously at high-speeds. With zero moving parts, Tower Evo offers increased robustness and
silent operation, while the compact and lightweight design makes it ideal for fast-moving and lightweight
aerial applications. Tower Evo’s active infrared Time-of-Flight sensors are eye safe in all conditions.
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Figure 43 –Tower EVO

This TeraRanger Tower Evo has been already tested in the worst scenarios with really good performance.
The RPAS was pushed into confined space 2m wide, surrounded by trees, where it flew without manual
intervention for over 15 min. See video example here link.
Also It has been tested in building corners where the pilot was pushing the RPAS to the inside edge of
the corner and the RPAS was keeping the distance from the building thanks to the reaction effect
provided by Tower Evo. This test it was a real simulation of infrastructures inspections. See video here:
link
More videos could be found in the following link
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7.3 Autonomous navigation
Terabee has expertise in several navigation technologies, real time SLAM based on vision and infrared
Lidar technology, and radiofrequency systems. Without any commitment on this project, Terabee will
assess the possibility of using the following:

7.3.1

Ultra-wideband

Ultra-Wideband (UWB) technology uses wireless signal (send and receive data) around 5GHz. The UWB
technology uses low power, has less interference with surroundings, without impact in humans and
allows to measure distance with a centimeter to decimeter precision.
The Real Time Localization System developed by Terabee relies on the placement of ranging unit called
anchors at static positions. The UWB tag which should be placed on the RPAS will output the real time
positioning relative to the anchors. This can be very useful to tag pictures in the right position.
The following figures represent the data recorded in test flights with Terabee UWB.

Figure 44 - Left: X axis represent the flight duration in seconds and the Y axis represent the height in meters ; Right:Horizontal Axis
represent the position of the RPAS in the X axis of the system and vertical Axis represent the position of the RPAS in the Y axis of the
system.

Figure 45 -3D move of the RPAS in meters along the time flight of the RPAS

7.3.2

SLAM navigation based on vision

This technique will allow the RPAS to navigate in denied GPS areas as it will create a map of his
surrounding in real time. This system has been already tested in real conditions. It is mandatory to
understand the weak points:
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•
•
•
•

90 degree field of view
Sensitive to sunlight. As it is based on visual cameras, if the sun hit straight to the cameras, the
system could not work.
At the same time, as the system uses visual cameras, it needs to have some light. Sometimes it
necessary to carry LEDs lights to have certain luminosity.
This systems processes normal photos or video frames, so it requires a considerable
computation power.

Figure 46 - Shows a bridge inspections monitored with a RPAS platform
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8 Change detection from VHR optical data applied to the monitoring
of illicit buildings
The monitoring of building expansion around the railway infrastructure is one of the primary surveillance
tasks in charge to RFI, according to Law. All building activities around the lines have to respect fixed
distances and to be previously approved by RFI.
The remote building monitoring through the use of satellite or aerial data is one of the most interesting
applications of this technology and allows to reduce the costs of traditional in situ surveys.
The scope of this technology is to detect suspect building activities in a time lapse previously defined,
starting from a reference map built on the basis of an updated GeoDatabase.
The change detection is carried on through the use of VHR optical satellite or aerial data data and the
output of this process consists in change detection maps to be regularly updated by a new change
detection analysis.

8.1 Input data
The change detection will be performed using orthophoto generated from very high resolution optical
aerial or satellite data.
As aforementioned in section 4.1.1, actually the main provider of optical satellite data, as DigitalGlobe
or Pleiades, manage satellite constellations that allow to acquire very high resolution images (<=50 cm),
offering a concrete alternative to the traditional aerial photogrammetric products.

8.2 Processing Chain
The steps of the processing chain for building monitoring are presented in the following Errore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata.. Here it is assumed that the process is based on satellite data. Aerial
orthoimagery having comparable resolution (less than 50 cm), if available, are suitable too for the scope
of the service.
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Figure 47 - Building change detection process chain

8.2.1

Satellite Data acquisition and processing for reference mapping and change detection

The satellite digital images will be processed both geometrically than radiometrically.
The geometric correction is based on the orthoprojection process, through which each pixel is fixed in
its right position in the reference coordinates. Radiometric adjustment is aimed to homogenize the
spectral and chromatic features of the images, by smoothing the effects of the atmosphere and of the
different camera angles.
Each elaboration is realized by the last release of most specialized COTS.
In conclusion, the processing applied to the images can be divided in the following steps:
•
•
•
•

Orientation
Orthoimages generation
Color stretching and balancing
Mosaicking and tiling

8.2.1.1 Orientation
To be compliant with the scope of this activity (changes monitoring) the images have to be perfectly
aligned between them and with the reference data. For this scope, it is necessary to reconstruct the
geometry of the satellite acquisition, through the use of Rational Polynomial Coefficient (RPC) and
Ground Control Points (GCPs), with or without block adjustment depending on extension and shape of
AOI and on percentage of overlap between the scenes, in order to refine the parameters associated with
camera and sensor orientation.

8.2.1.2 Orthoimages generation
The orthoimages are generated, with the original resolution of each sensor, starting from the raw digital
imagery and orientation results and using the more detailed Digital Elevation Model (DEM) available, in
order to remove geometrical errors due to topographic relief displacement.
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8.2.1.3

Color stretching and balancing

The orthoimages are color stretched in order to enhance image quality and facilitate the photointerpretation operations. Histogram Matching and Color Balancing processes is applied to reduce, as
much as possible taking in account the different acquisition date of the images, the radiometrical
differences between the scenes. The quality of matching may be affected by sharp differences in
acquisition dates, off nadir angles, etc.
8.2.1.4

Mosaicking and tiling

Mosaicking is the process of joining georeferenced images together to form a larger image or a set of
images. This process is performed using cut lines between the images to join. The cut lines are selected
in order to maintain the final quality of the mosaic; for this reason they are generally placed along natural
discontinuity, such as ditches or hedges.
After the mosaic phase, the final ortophoto will be generated on the base of the Istituto Geografico
Militare (IGM) sections 1:10.000.
The following table details the features of the ortophotos that are generated by the above described
process. The table is referred to the scale of the MOMIT AOI, so it takes into consideration only data
from VHR optical sensors (GeoEye-1, WorldView-2, 3 and 4).
Specifications

Ortophoto
GeoEye-1, WorldView-2

WorldView-3, WorldView-4

Geometrical resolution

50 cm

30 cm

Radiometric resolution

8 bit

8 bit

Spectral bands

4 (RGBI)

4 (RGBI)

Reference cartographic scale

1:10.000

1:5.000/1:10.000

Geographic reference system

UTM/WGS84 zone 32 or 33

UTM/WGS84 zone 32 or 33

Tiling

1:10.000 on IGM sections

1:10.000 on IGM sections

File format

Geotiff+tfw

Geotiff+tfw

Table 3- Changes monitoring. Orthophoto main features

8.2.2

Corridor reference mapping

The creation of the corridor reference mapping on the AOI has the scope to represent the consistence
of the elements of interest at T0 (beginning of the analysis). The aim is to delineate the main AOI
components characterizing the corridor (infrastructure, settlements, hydrological elements,
vegetation).
The most recent satellite images available will be first processed through a dedicated algorithm and then
controlled by expert photointerpreters in order to detect and map the position and dimensions of the
features of interest on the base of the most updated cartographic data available (e.g. cartographic
database at 1:5.000 scale).
This reference mapping is done at the beginning of the railway corridor line monitoring activity, in order
to have a suitable and complete awareness of any possible encroachment causes (Reference corridor
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map) and during the monitoring, to have an evidence of the changes occurred in the corridor of interest
(Corridor encroachment map), according to the same legend of the Reference map.

Figure 48 - Reference map, in light blue the buildings not present on the cartographic database

8.2.3

Change detection and encroachment map

Change detection is a process aimed to verify, at regular time lapses, the changes in a territorial feature.
The process has the scope to perform a regular monitoring of the interested areas, in order to keep
under control the presence of eventual encroachment.
Encroachment can be identified as any incompatible or restricted use or activity within the corridor of
interest or right of way; encroachment can include excavation operations, new structures (such as new
buildings, storage sheds, houses, barns, and other similar structures), variations of transport networks
(new roadways, driveways, sidewalks or parking lots, etc.), changes of land use (e.g. from pasture to
cultivation, or terraces cut or re-cut), logging operations as trees or timber storing, etc.
The workflow foresees a preliminary automatic encroachment extraction, based on specific methods
(KMIN) for targets detection and a successive severity classification: after a refinement performed by
expert interpreters of the automatic feature extracted, the potential encroachments are classified
according to a severity index estimated depending on weighted parameters as, for example, type, size,
distance from the railways, etc. (Output product: Encroachment map).
In the following Figure 49 a change detection analysis on satellite images acquired on two different
dates is shown.
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Figure 49 - in red buildings presents on the 2013 image (on the left) and not existing in the 2007 image (on the right)

In the table below technical specification for Encroachment map is provided. The minimum mapping
unit is of 10 square meters for polygonal features, and 10 meters for linear features.
LEGEND

Building

Transportation

Hydrography

Vegetation

Excavation

Other

Feature type

Building

Polygon

Pool

Polygon

Parking lot

Polygon

Roadway

Linear

Railway

Linear

River

Linear

Lake

Polygon

Vegetation cut

Polygon

Vegetation growing

Polygon

Dig

Polygon

Mine

Polygon

Quarry

Polygon

To be agreed with RFI
Table 4 – Example of encroachment classification

The vector layers will be accompanied by the following attributes:
•
•
•
•

TYPE - Identification of the typology according to the legend
AREA - Surface extension of the element in square meters (excluding the linear elements of the
"Transportation” class)
LENGTH - Length of the element in meters (applicable only for the linear elements of the "
Transportation" class)
NOTE - Possible supplementary notes for the purposes of describing the identified change
element
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•
•
•

LEVEL - Classification of the severity level (High, Medium, Low)
RANGE - Reference time range of the change detection analysis related to the acquisition dates
of the 2 images used (e.g. 15/07/2019 - 18/05/2019)
RIS - resolution of the reference images of the change detection analysis (e.g. 50 cm)

8.2.3.1 Change detection output example

Dig

Dig

Figure 50 - Example of detection of a new dig
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New buildings
and viability

New buildings
and viability

Figure 51 - New buildings and new viability detection from the previous image (on the right) and the most updated one (on the left)

New building

New building

Figure 52 - New building detection
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9 Conclusions
In response to the risks pointed out by the analysis of WP1, whose individuation was the result of a joint
effort of the main reference user, RFI and the technical team of MOMIT project, a set of methodologies
was selected and described in this document.
Those methodologies are, at the state of the art, the most advanced in terms of prevention and
monitoring capabilities on the effects of the main considered risks:
Ground instability
Hydrogeological risk
Change in soil use or vegetation coverage
Electrical lines health
Civil work degradation risk

Each methodology will be applied to the AOI of the project, in order to prove its effectiveness. Some
results coming from different analysis will be then correlated in order to add value to the single
information.
The scope of the foreseen demonstration and of the further phase of results analysis is to measure the
capability of those methodologies to answer to the monitoring and prevention requirements expressed
by RFI as network manager.
The proven effectiveness of the proposed investigation methodologies will be of former importance for
the future of the management activities in charge to RFI and other railway managers.
As a matter of fact, the possibility to carry on ordinary and extraordinary monitoring actions limiting the
costs associated to traditional investigation methods, will allow the infrastructure manager to perform
more frequent inspections and to improve its prevention capability and/or better address the expensive
on-site inspections.
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